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Abstract. We introduce an agent-based acquaintance model in which social links

are created by processes in which there is no explicit homophily. In spite of this

constraint, highly-clustered social networks can arise. The crucial feature of our model

is that of variable transitive interactions. That is, when an agent introduces two

unconnected friends, the rate at which a connection actually occurs between them is

controllable. As this transitive interaction rate is varied, the social network undergoes

a dramatic clustering transition and the network consists of a collection of well-defined

communities close to the transition. As a function of time, the network can undergo an

incomplete gelation transition, in which the gel, or giant cluster, does not constitute

the entire network, even at infinite time. Some of the clustering properties of our model

also arise, albeit less dramatically, in Facebook networks.

PACS numbers: 87.23.Ge, 05.65.+b, 89.75.Hc, 89.75.Da
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1. Introduction to Acquaintance Modeling

An important feature of many complex networks is that they can be highly clustered.

That is, such networks are comprised of well-connected modules, or communities, with

weaker connections between them (see, e.g., [1–9]). Part of the motivation for focusing

on communities is that unraveling this substructure may provide important clues about

how such networks are organized, how they function, and how information is transmitted

across them. While identifying communities has become a standard diagnostic of

networks [10–13], and there has been much recent effort devoted to determine the

community structure of complex networks, less is known about mechanisms that could

lead to this heterogeneity; for contributions in this direction, see, e.g., [14–18]. Our goal

is to develop a basic model for the formation of a social network in which highly-clustered

substructures emerge spontaneously from homogeneous social interaction rules. We do

not need to appeal to homophily (see, e.g., [19, 20]) or some other explicit source of

heterogeneity to generate large-scale clustering.

In our modeling, the starting network consists of N complete strangers with no

links between them. This might describe, for example, a set of entering students to a

university in an unfamiliar location. We assume that the population remains constant

over the time scale that social connections form. There are two distinct ways that

connections are made:

• Direct Linking: An agent with either zero friends or one friend links to a randomly

selected agent.

• Transitive Linking: An agent with two or more friends introduces two of them at

random. These selected agents then create a link with a rate that is specified below.

These two mechanisms underlie the acquaintance model that was introduced by

Davidsen et al. [21]; for related work see [22,23] and references therein. In [21], the rates

of these two linking processes were fixed and a steady state was achieved by allowing

any agent and all its attached links to disappear at a (small) rate and correspondingly

adding a new agent to the network to keep the number of agents fixed. In this work,

we impose a different, socially-motivated, mechanism that allows the network to reach

a non-trivial long-time state.

A natural motivation for distinguishing between direct and transitive linking is

that an individual with many friends typically has less impetus to initiate additional

connections. Indeed, it has been previously noted that there seems to be a cognitively-

limited upper limit—the Dunbar number of the order of a hundred—for the number

of meaningful friends that any individual can sustain [24]. The threshold criterion for

direct linking as defined above represents an extreme limit where an agent ceases to

initiate new connections once he has two friends. Nevertheless, a popular person is still

likely to make additional connections as a result of being introduced to someone new.

It is worth emphasizing that the type of transitive linking employed in this work plays

an essential role in many social networks, ranging from Granovetter’s picture of the
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“strength of weak ties” [25] to Facebook, where users are invited to link to the friends

of their Facebook friends [26–28].

The key feature of our acquaintance model is the imposition of distinct rates for

direct and transitive linking that are determined by the current state of the network.

There are two different mechanisms that we implement to control these rates:

(i) Threshold-Controlled: When two agents, α and β, are introduced by a common

friend i, they connect if the number of their mutual friends mαβ (inside the oval in

Fig. 1) to the total number of friends of either agent (the degrees kα and kβ) equals

or exceeds a specified friendship threshold F . That is, a connection occurs between

α and β if mαβ/dαβ > F , where dαβ = min(kα, kβ).

(ii) Rate-Controlled: The rates of transitive and direct linking are defined as R and 1

respectively.

The use of threshold-controlled transitive linking is motivated by the observation that

one is more likely to become friends with a newly introduced person when the two of

you already have many common friends. The degree of commonality can be a useful

indicator how much two people have in common.

β
ii

αα β

Figure 1. (color online) Illustration of threshold-controlled transitive linking. An

agent i (solid) with five friends (open circles) is selected. The selected agent introduces

two of them, α and β (shaded). These become friends (thick line) if the ratio of their

mutual acquaintances (inside the oval) to the total acquaintances of either α or β

(dashed circles) exceeds a specified threshold. Links outside this cluster are not shown.

In each update step of our friendship model, an agent is selected at random. If the

degree of this agent equals 0 or 1, the agent links to another randomly selected agent.

If the degree of the initial agent is 2 or larger, a transitive link is created between two

friends of the agent according to the rates given above. Notice that direct linking joins

two clusters (here clusters are defined as the maximal disconnected components of a

graph), while transitive linking merely “fills in” links within a cluster without altering

its size. Updates continue until no more links can be created. Also notice that once

every agent has at least two friends, cluster mergings no longer occur and links can be

created only within a cluster. In threshold-controlled linking, the network reaches its

final state when all the friends of any agent are either linked to each other or can no

longer fulfill the threshold condition. In rate-controlled linking, the final state consists

of a collection of complete subgraphs for any R > 0; henceforth, we term a complete
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subgraph of a network as a clique. The case R = 0 is unique, as will be discussed below.

In either case, a final state is reached because geometrical constraints ultimately prevent

the formation of additional links.

2. Threshold-Controlled Transitive Linking

The most prominent feature of threshold-controlled transitive linking is the emergence

of highly-clustered substructures over a wide range of threshold value (Fig. 2).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. Typical networks of N = 200 agents for threshold values: (a) F = 0.3, (b)

0.35, (c) 0.4, and (d) 0.6.

For small F , a new friendship is created nearly every time two individuals are

introduced by a mutual friend. In this regime, the resulting graph is nearly complete,

but there also exists a small insular “fringe” population that is comprised of small

disjoint cliques (Fig. 2). This fringe arises because once every agent in a cluster has at

least two links, there is no mechanism for this cluster to merge with any other cluster.

Thus even in the limiting case of F = 0, the final state typically consists of more than

a single cluster, each of which is complete. Concomitantly, the largest cluster does

not constitute the entire system for any value of F . For intermediate values of F , the

networks in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) are visually highly clustered, with the largest cluster

comprised of a small number of well-connected modules.

To help quantify the network and its clustering, we study the dependences of the

average degree and the distribution of community sizes as a function of the threshold

F . The average degree exhibits a sharp change between a dense and a sparse regime

for F in the range of 0.2–0.3 for network sizes between 1000 and 16000 (Fig. 3(a)).

We define the location of the transition as the point where 〈k〉/N , the average degree

divided by network size, equals 1
2
. According to this definition, the critical threshold

value Fc decreases very slowly with N (Fig. 3(b)). From the data alone, it is not evident

whether a transition exists at non-zero Fc for N → ∞ or whether this transition is a

very slow finite-size effect.

A more direct way to understand how the network structure depends on F is by

studying the community-size distribution. Unlike real clusters, which are unambiguously

defined, the notion of community is somewhat fuzzy [29]. Intuitively, a community is a
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Figure 3. (a) Average degree divided by N versus threshold. (b) Critical threshold

versus 1/
√
N .

community is a group of nodes that is densely interconnected and is sparsely connected

to nodes external to the community. We adopt the definition given in Refs. [2, 3] in

which the communities of a given network are defined by the partition that maximizes

the modularity Q, defined by

Q =
∑

uv

[(

Auv

2L

)

−
(

ku
2L

)(

kv
2L

)]

δ (cu, cv) . (1)

Here Auv is the adjacency matrix, with Auv = 1 if a link exists between nodes u and v

and Auv = 0 is no such link exists, ku, kv are the degrees of these nodes, L is the number

of network links, and cu, cv label the communities that contain nodes u and v. The

first term in Eq. (1) is the fraction of links within all communities. The second term

gives the fractions of links that would exist within communities if all connections were

randomly rewired subject to the constraint that all node degrees are preserved. Thus

the modularity is the fraction of links within communities minus the fraction of links

that would exist within communities by chance.

To find the maximizing partition into communities, we apply the Monte Carlo

algorithm proposed by Blondel et al. [7]. In this algorithm, the network initially has

the N nodes in N isolated communities. Then for each node i, we consider each of its

neighbors j and evaluate the gain of modularity that would occur by placing node i in

the community of node j. The node i is ultimately included in the community for which

this gain is the largest (and positive). Once this step of assigning individual nodes to

communities is done, the same fusion process is implemented on the current network

of communities. This fusion of higher-order communities is repeated until no further

gain in modularity is possible. At this point, the algorithm gives the community size

distribution, q(s). As shown in Fig. 4(a), the tail of this distribution, averaged over

many realizations, decays as e−s/s∗ , with the characteristic community size s∗ increasing

as the threshold is decreased. The data also suggests that s∗ diverges as F approaches

Fc from above (Fig. 4(b)). For F < Fc, communities are all cliques, among which the
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Figure 4. (a) Community size distributions for various thresholds F for networks of

104 nodes averaged over 104 realizations each. (b) The slope of the exponential tail

gives the characteristic community size.

largest has a size that scales linearly with N . This apparent gelation phenomenon is

best understood by investigating the rate-controlled version of our friendship model, to

be discussed in the next section.

3. Rate-Controlled Transitive Linking

While the threshold-controlled friendship model leads to networks with visually striking

community structure, many geometric and time-dependent properties are more readily

understood within the framework of rate-controlled transitive linking. As outlined in

section 1, starting with an initial state of N isolated nodes, nodes of degree 0 or 1 join

to any other node in the network at rate 1, while a link between two mutual friends of

a node of degree 2 or greater occurs with rate R. The process ends when the network is

partitioned into a set of cliques. Figure 5 shows typical networks of N = 2000 agents at

the instant when no nodes of degree 0 or 1 remain for: (a) R = 2, where the cluster-size

distribution decays exponentially with size, and (b) R ≈ 15, where the distribution has

a power-law decay.

In the range R < Rc ≈ 15, rate-controlled transitive linking leads to the emergence

of a macroscopic cluster at a finite gelation time. However, this gelation phenomenon is

incomplete, because the fraction of agents within this macroscopic cluster (also known as

the gel fraction) saturates to a value that is strictly less than one as t → ∞ (Fig. 6(a)).

Thus in addition to the single macroscopic cluster, many small clusters persist forever.

This behavior strikingly contrasts with classical gelation, where the gel encompasses the

entire system when the reaction runs to completion [30,31].

The incompleteness of the gelation transition arises because the reaction is

controlled by active nodes—those of degree 0 and degree 1. When all these nodes have

been used up by linking to other nodes, there is no possibility for additional cluster

mergings. All that can occur is densification within each cluster. Thus if multiple
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Clusters at the instant when no nodes of degree 0 or 1 remain for a network

of 2000 nodes for: (a) R = 2 (exponential cluster-size distribution) and (b) R = 15

(power-law distribution).
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Figure 6. Dependence of: (a) the fraction of agents in the largest cluster as a function

of the normalized time t/tg(R) and (b) the cluster-size distribution cs versus size s on

a double logarithmic scale at infinite time, both for representative values of R values.

Here tg(R) is the gelation time for a given R. In (b), linear behavior occurs only for

R = 15. The dashed line has slope − 5

2
.

clusters happen to exist when active nodes are exhausted, these clusters will persist

forever. In spite of this incompleteness feature, the gelation transition itself seems to

conform to the classical mean-field description. As t approaches the gelation time tg(R)

from below, the concentration of clusters of size s, cs gradually broadens and changes

from an exponential decay as a function of s to an algebraic decay (Fig. 6(b)). At

the gelation time, cs ∼ s−α, with α ≈ 5
2
, as in classical gelation. The gelation time

itself diverges for R ≥ Rc ≈ 15. In the regime where R > Rc, transitive linking events

quickly use up all active nodes, which are the catalysts for cluster merging. Because the

average cluster size is still small at the instant when active nodes are used up, gelation
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is suppressed for R > Rc. In this non-gelling regime, the cluster-size distribution decays

exponentially with size at all times.
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Figure 7. Average number of active nodes within clusters of size s at fixed time

t = 0.98 for network of 106 nodes and for the case of R = 2. The data represents an

average over 100 realizations. The inset shows the small-s behavior.

We can make a more quantitative correspondence between rate-controlled transitive

linking and gelation by mapping the former onto a version of classical product kernel

aggregation [30, 31]. This correspondence relies on our observation from simulations

that the number of active nodes in a cluster of size s at any given time is proportional

to s (Fig. 7). The proportionality constant is time dependent because the concentration

of nodes of degree one (which we term leaf nodes) nodes change with time. As shown

in the inset to Fig. 7, the contribution of clusters of size 1 and 2 deviates from the

overall linear trend in the main figure. In particular, a monomer (a node of degree

0) has no leaf nodes while a dimer always has two leaf nodes (each of degree 1). For

clusters of size s > 2, we assume that the average number of leaf nodes is given by

N1(s, t) = λ(t) s. Then the total number of leaf nodes, n1, can be expressed through

the cluster-size distribution: n1 = 0 · c1 + 2c2 +
∑

k≥3 λ k ck. Combining this equation

with the conservation law
∑

k≥1 kck = 1 we get n1 = 2c2 + λ(1− c1 − 2c2), from which

λ(t) =
n1 − 2c2

1− c1 − 2c2
(2)

We now now write the following product-kernel-like aggregation equations for the

cluster-size distribution [30, 31], in which we separately account for the evolution of

monomers and dimers:

ċ1 = −c1 − (c1 + n1)c1 ,

ċ2 = c21 − 2c2 − 2c1c2 − 2n1c2 ,

ċk = c1
[

ck−1(k − 1)− kck
]

+ 2c2
[

(k − 2)ck−2 − kck
]

+
∑

j≥3

λ j (k − j) cjck−j −
∑

j≥3

λ j k cjck − λ k ck , k ≥ 3,

(3)
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M2 and tg obtained directly from simulations

where the dot denotes the time derivative. From these equations, the second moment

of the cluster-size distribution evolves according to

Ṁ2 = 16c22 + 2c1c2 − n1(c1 + 8c2) + (2c1 + 8c2)M2(1− λ)

+ λ(2M2
2 + c1 + 8c2 − c21 − 16c22 − 10c1c2) .

(4)

If gelation does occur, the second moment M2 would diverge at a gelation time tg(R).

However, we are unable to write a closed equation for the concentration of leaf nodes n1

and thereby solve for M2 and tg. Thus to find tg, we take the value n1 from simulations

and use it solve the equations for ċ1, ċ2 and Ṁ2 numerically. This approach gives good

agreement with the value of tg(R) obtained by direct simulations (Fig. 8), as long as R

is not close to Rc. We can also find Rc from our semi-numerical method by scanning

across different values of R and finding the value of R where M2(R, t = ∞) = ∞ and

M2(R + ∆R, t = ∞) < ∞. This approach gives a lower value for Rc ≈ 12.1 compared

to Rc ≈ 15 directly from simulations and thus gives a sense of the accuracy of our

semi-numerical method.

4. Extremal Limits of Transitive Linking

To develop additional insights, we now investigate our friendship model in the extremal

limits of no transitive linking or infinitely rapid transitive linking. The former case may

be achieved in the threshold model with F = ∞ or in the rate model with R = 0. The

latter is achieved in the rate model by setting R = ∞. In these limiting cases we can

obtain useful insights about some basic network properties by analytical means.

4.1. No Transitive Linking

In the absence of transitive linking, the network evolves by a constrained aggregation

process that is mediated only by active nodes—those of degrees 0 or 1 (Fig. 9). The

network stops evolving when these active nodes no longer exist. By enumerating all the
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possible ways that an active node can interact (Fig. 9), the concentrations nk of agents

of degree k evolve according to

ṅ0 = −n0(1 + a)

ṅ1 = (n0 − n1)(1 + a)

ṅ2 = n1 + (n1 − n2)a

ṅk = (nk−1 − nk)a, k ≥ 3 .

(5)

Here a = n0 + n1 is the concentration of active agents. One can verify that the

conservation law
∑

k≥0 ṅk = 0 is obeyed and that the mean degree grows according

to d
dt
〈k〉 =

∑

k≥0 kṅk = 2a.

(b)

+
+
+
+

(a)

+
+
+
+

Figure 9. The elemental evolution steps without transitive linking: (a) reaction

channels for a node of degree 0 and (b) for a node of degree 1. The solid circle denotes

the initial node.

The rate equations (5) admit an exact, albeit implicit, solution. To simplify the

first two lines of Eqs. (5), we introduce the time-like variable dT = dt(1 + a) to recast

these equations as n′
0 = −n0 and n′

1 = n0 − n1, where the prime denotes differentiation

with respect to T . The solution is

n0 = e−T , n1 = Te−T . (6)

Consequently the original and modified time variables are related by

t =

∫ T

0

dT ′

1 + (1 + T ′) e−T ′
(7)

Equations (6)–(7) provide the exact, but implicit solution for the densities of agents

with degree 0 and degree 1.

To obtain more explicit results, we need to relate t and T . To this end, we write

T − t =

∫ T

0

dx

[

1− 1

1 + (1 + x)e−x

]

=

∫ ∞

0

dx

[

1 + x

1 + x+ ex

]

−
∫ ∞

T

dx

[

1 + x

1 + x+ ex

]

≡ α−O(T e−T ) = α−O(t e−t) , (8)
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with the value of α determined numerically to be 1.2802837 . . .. Thus the densities of

active agents asymptotically vary as

n0 → e−α e−t, n1 → e−α t e−t . (9)

We estimate the time when active agents are exhausted by the criterion n1(t
∗) = 1/N ;

namely, a single node of degree 1 remains in a network of N nodes at the completion

time t∗. From the above asymptotic dependence of n1, the completion time is given by

t∗ ≃ lnN + ln lnN .

To determine the density of agents with two or more friends, we define a second

time-like variable dτ = a dt to recast the last line of Eq. (5) as

dnk

dτ
= nk−1 − nk k ≥ 3 . (10)

Assuming that we know n2, we use the Laplace transform method to solve (10) and

then invert the Laplace transform to give the recursive solution

nk(τ) =
1

(k−3)!

∫ τ

0

dτ ′ (τ−τ ′)k−3eτ
′−τ n2(τ

′) (11)

for k ≥ 3. To determine n2 we rewrite its evolution equation, the third line of (5), as

dn2

dT
+ n2

dτ

dT
= n1 . (12)

Integrating this equation and making use of τ = T − t gives the implicit solution

n2(T ) = e−τ

∫ T

0

dT ′ T ′e−t(T ′) . (13)

In the t → ∞ limit, the density of nodes of degree 2 is

n2(∞) = e−α

∫ ∞

0

dT T exp

[

−
∫ T

0

dT ′

1 + (1 + T ′)e−T ′

]

= 0.6018583 . . .

We now exploit this result to determine the density of nodes of arbitrary degree in

the limit t → ∞. First, notice that, by definition, the rescaled time τ = T − t. Thus

from Eq. (8), τ → α as t → ∞, so that the fraction of nodes of degree k > 2 at infinite

time is given by

nk(∞) =
1

(k − 3)!

∫ α

0

dτ (α− τ)k−3eτ−α n2(τ) . (14)

The large-k asymptotic is simpler to determine, since the small τ limit of n2(τ) makes

the dominant contribution to the above integral. For early times, one gets τ ≃ t and

n2 ≃ 2t2 as t → 0. Substituting n2(τ) ≃ 2τ 2 into (14) gives, for k ≫ 1,

nk(∞) ≃ 4 e−α αk

k!
. (15)

We may similarly obtain the average degree of the final network. We first rewrite

the evolution equation for the mean degree as d〈k〉
dτ

= 2, so that 〈k〉 = 2τ . The mean

degree therefore starts at zero and increases to 2α = 2.560567483 . . . as t → ∞. Thus

when transitive linking is not allowed, the final network is sparse and only slightly more

dense than a tree. [For a tree of N nodes, the average degree is 2(1− 1
N
).]
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4.2. Infinite Transitive Linking Rate

The complementary situation where transitive linking is infinitely rapid is also tractable

because each cluster is always a clique and may thus be fully characterized by its size.

The update steps for this limiting case are summarized by (see Fig. 10):

(i) Select an active agent that connects to another agent in a cluster of size k. If the

initial agent has degree 0, the cluster size increases from k to k + 1, If the initial

agent has degree 1, the cluster size increases to k + 2.

(ii) After each growth event, all possible links within the enlarged cluster are

immediately filled in so that the resulting cluster remains complete.

Once all agents of degree 0 or degree 1 are used up, the network has reached a final

state that consists of a collection of cliques.

+

+

+

+

+

(a) (b)
kc ck+1 kc ck+2

+

Figure 10. Elemental processes when transitive linking occurs with infinite rate for

a node of degree: (a) 0 and (b) 1. The initial cluster is shown solid.

Using a rate equation approach, we can determine basic properties of this final

clique-size distribution. From the reaction steps outline above, the concentrations of

clusters of size k, ck, evolve according to

ċ1 = −c1 − c21 − 2c1c2

ċ2 = c21 − 2c1c2 − 2c2 − 4c22

ċk = c1
[

(k−1)ck−1−kck
]

+ 2c2
[

(k−2)ck−2−kck
]

, k ≥ 2 .

(16)

Let us first determine the concentration of active clusters—monomers of size 1 or dimers

of size 2. Keeping the two largest terms in equations for ċ1 and ċ2, one finds the following

long-time behaviors for the monomers and dimer concentrations:

c1 ≃ (2et − 1)−1 → 1
2
e−t, c2 ≃ t

4
e−2t . (17)

As one might anticipate, the concentrations c1 and c2 asymptotically decay exponentially

with time. Since these are the catalysts for the reactions of larger clusters, the network

quickly reaches a final static state. By numerically integrating the master equations

(16), the cluster-size distribution evolves to a final, time-independent form cs ∼ e−s/s∗

for large s, with s∗ ≈ 3.21 (Fig. 11.).
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From the rate equations, the first three integer moments of the cluster-size

distribution, Mn ≡
∑

knck, evolve according to

Ṁ0 = −c1 − 2c2, Ṁ1 = 0, Ṁ2 = 2M2(c1 + 4c2) .

Using the above asymptotic behaviors of c1 and c2, we see that the cluster density M0

approaches a non-zero asymptotic value exponentially quickly in time. Numerically, the

final concentration of clusters is given by M0(∞) = 0.1666474164 . . .. Similarly, the

average cluster size saturates to a finite value as t → ∞.

5. Outlook

We introduced a class of acquaintance models in which macroscopic clustering emerges

naturally from the underlying social dynamics rather than heterogeneity being one of

the building blocks of the model. We showed that our models lead naturally to large-

scale community structure. Our approach is based on distinguishing (i) direct linking,

where agents with few friends initiate connections with other agents, and (ii) transitive

linking, in which two agents become friends as a result of being introduced by a common

friend. By controlling the relative rates of direct and transitive linking, we can generate

networks that range from nearly complete, with a tiny component of isolated cliques, to

highly clustered, that are comprised of well-defined and well-connected communities.

It is natural to inquire whether our acquaintance model can account for the observed

features of real networks. A useful empirical dataset with which we can make such a

comparison are anonymized Facebook networks from 100 well-known universities in

the US. Many of these networks exhibit significant clustering, although not to the same

degree as in our acquaintance model. One possible reason for this difference in the degree

of clustering is the sharp cutoff between direct and transitive linking. In our model,

once an agent has two friends, he no longer makes additional friends directly, a social

interaction that would join two communities. Thus the sharp cutoff between direct and

transitive linking enhances insularity. However in the real social interactions, individuals
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with many friends can still engage in direct linking, a mechanism that decreases the

modularity and clustering coefficient of the resulting network compared to the case of a

sharp cutoff.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Comparison between (a) the Facebook network of a well-known US

university, with clustering coefficient C = 0.29 and modularity Q = 0.45, and (b)

a realization of our soft-cutoff acquaintance model of identical size to (a) in which the

rate λ that an agent makes a direct link is an exponentially decaying function of its

degree, λ = e−k/k∗

. In (b), the choice k∗ = 7.3, F = 0.17 leads to C = 0.32 and

Q = 0.45. Communities are indicated by the different colors.

We are therefore led to define what we believe is a more realistic “soft-cutoff”

model, in which the rate λ at which an agent engages in direct linking is a decreasing

function of number of his friends, λ = e−k/k∗ . Figure 12 shows a comparison between

an anonymized Facebook network with N = 2252 nodes and L = 84387 links from a

well-known US university and a realization of our soft-cutoff acquaintance model with

the same number of nodes and links. For the latter, the values of k∗ = 7.3 and F = 0.17

give modularity and clustering coefficients close to those of the Facebook example.
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Figure 13. (a) Clustering coefficient C, (b) modularity Q, and (c) number of

communities for the Facebook networks of 100 well-known US universities.
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Figure 14. (a) Clustering coefficient and (b) modularity from the soft-cutoff model.

(c) The corresponding parameters k∗ and F in the soft-cutoff model.

This ability to match our soft-cutoff acquaintance model to Facebook networks

extends to the 100 examples in our dataset. Figure 13 shows the clustering coefficient

C, modularity Q, and the number of communities of Facebook networks as a function of

the number of nodes. As a comparison, Fig. 14 shows the values of C and and Q from

our soft-cutoff model as a function of N . For the best match between the Facebook

networks and the model, it is necessary to choose k∗ weakly increasing with N and F

weakly decreasing with N , as given in Fig. 14(c). This comparison shows that our soft-

cutoff acquaintance model can match the clustering properties of real social networks

with reasonable and slowly varying parameter values.
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